
Processing Formalin-Fixed  
and Paraffin-Embedded 
Tissue (FFPE) Samples
A Step-by-Step Guide



Introduction

The Intelligent Tissue Group is a global provider of ethically sourced,  
high-quality human tissue, biomaterials, and tissue-related services. 
We understand it can be challenging for scientists and researchers  
to procure tissue samples for their research. 
Once you have the tissue it is essential to ensure they are  
processed in a standardised way to avoid any quality issues. 

We hope this guide to processing FFPE tissue samples will be a useful  
resource for anyone carrying out this type of lab work. 

In this guide we will outline some guidance for processing Formalin-Fixed  
and Paraffin-Embedded (FFPE) tissue samples in accordance with global  
best practices. The guides below are split into specific processes with  
steps on how to best control for the following biological material:

• Process 1 – Formalin Fixation

• Process 2 – Isolation for RNA

• Process 3 – Isolation for Proteins

• Process 4 – Isolation for DNA
Please note these processes are for guidance and may vary depending on your 
application. Where relevant you should always follow the manufacturer’s instructions 
for any testing kits. If a commercial product is not used in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions, responsibility for its use and performance lie with the user.

Please be aware that the combination of products used from different manufacturers 
can impact on results due to potential incompatibility. They should only be used for 
testing if they have been tested together and validated to work accurately.
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Process 1 Formalin Fixation

The following steps will take you through some of the important  
aspects to consider when preparing samples for fixation.

1.  Samples should ideally start to be fixed  
within 30 minutes of collection. 

2.  The standard fixative used for processing  
FFPE is a buffered formalin solution. 
a. �Before�any�handling�of�the�solution�the� 

manufacturers Safety Data Sheet (SDS) 
should be consulted and the pH-value should 
be checked before use to ensure it is stable.

3.  Select an appropriate container, this should  
allow the specimen to be completely submerged 
in the formalin solution and be secure to close. 

4.  Check and document the time point  
before placing any tissue specimen  
into the buffered formalin solution. 
�This�is�important�as�the�total�formalin�fixation�
duration�can�impact�on�further�experiments,�
such�as�IHC.�The�ideal�formalin�fixation�duration�
varies�due�to�the�type�and�size�of�the�tissue.�
For�specimens�with�a�thickness�of�5�mm,�fixation�
duration�between�12�h�and�24�hr�are�in�most�
cases�optimal�for�penetration�and�fixation.�

5.  The ratio of solution to tissue varies on the 
sample however it should be at least 10:1 as 
a minimum. For larger samples you may need 
to bisect into appropriate portions or open 
hollow organs. If this is the case the formalin 
solution should be changed periodically.

6.  Label the container and include all standard 
information to allow for traceability of the 
specimens. This should include information  
such as patient/donor ID, specimen ID, date 
when collected, tissue type, diseases etc.
a. �Some�samples�are�able�to�be�post-fixed�such� 
as�frozen�samples�to�allow�for�further�paraffin�
embedding. If this is the case it should be  
documented that this sample was created 
from a frozen specimen. 

7.  Once the sample has had enough time  
to be fixed the next step would be to  
embed the sample. 
You�should�document�the�time�point�when� 
it is then transferred into an alcohol containing 
solution�for�the�tissue�processor.�Embedding�
should be followed within the guidelines of 
the�manufacturer�of�the�tissue�processor�or�
your laboratory’s own validated procedures.

8.  Once completed the sample is ready  
for storage. FFPEs should be stored dry  
at room temperature or ideally a slightly  
lower temperature.

Poor Fixation:�H&E�section�of�a�lymph�node�demonstrating�
suboptimal�fixation�leading�to�poor�stabilisation�of�cells,�
cracking�of�tissue,�and�poor�section�adherence�to�slides.

Good Fixation: FFPE�H&E�section�of�breast�carcinoma.�
Sample�is�well�fixed�and�processed,�demonstrating�good�
preservation�of�cellular�morphology�with�fine�chromatin�
detail observed in the tumour cell nuclear.
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Process 2 Isolation for RNA

The below steps will take you through some key requirements  
in preparing FFPE material for RNA isolation:

1.  Some important aspects when selecting 
samples for RNA isolation is to ensure  
the storage conditions have not impacted  
on the sample. 
a. �Storage�temperature�can�influence�the� 
RNA�stability�within�FFPE�tissue�which� 
can�result�in�RNA�degradation�impacting� 
on the validity and reliability of results. 

b. �The�FFPE�should�be�stored�dry�to�prevent� 
RNA�degradation�due�to�fungal�
contamination�or�bacterial�growth.

c. �Prolonged�fixation�can�result�in�RNA�
modifications�and�impact�on�results� 
so should be avoided. 

4.  You should wear gloves through the whole 
process to reduce RNAse contamination. 

We recommend double gloving  
where possible. Any other 
consumables coming in contact with 
the RNA should be RNase-free.

5.  H&E (Haematoxylin/Eosin) should be used  
to locate and select the dissection of the 
unstained sample for the RNA isolation. 
If�the�RNA�isolation�is�part�of�a�stained�sample,�
the�staining�solution�used�should�be�fresh�and� 
use RNase-free reagents to limit the impact  
of the stainingon the RNA quality.

6.  If extracting from an archived FFPE block,  
this should be trimmed by disposing of the  
first sections before taking any for the RNA 
isolation as the outer parts of the block can 
contain degraded RNA. Further trimming  
may be necessary to find suitable material.

7.  For RNA isolation your sample should  
be freshly cut sections, a thickness  
up to 10 um, from the FFPE block.

8.  When cutting, the relevant parts of the 
microtome including the reusable blade,  
should be cleaned after each FFPE block. 

We recommend using disposable 
blades which can be used for 
each new FFPE to prevent cross 
contamination. 

9.  When isolating RNA from FFPE samples  
you should include processes to reverse  
the formaldehyde changes such as nucleic  
acids and protein-RNA crosslinks without 
impacting on further RNA degradation.

10.  Any extracted RNA should be stored on  
wet-ice or at a temperature of 2˚C to 8˚C  
and assayed immediately. 
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Process 3 Isolation for Proteins

The following steps will take you through some key requirements  
in preparing FFPE material for protein isolation:

1.  Some important aspects when selecting 
samples for protein isolation is to ensure you 
identify a suitable sample. 
a. �Review�the�thickness�and�fixation�duration� 
of�the�sample.�Prolonged�time�spent�in� 
fixation�can�cause�a�reduction�in�protein�
yields.�For�tissues�with�a�thickness�of�up�to� 
5�mm�fixation�should�be�from�12�to�24�hours.�

b.  Samples should be taken from fresh cut 
sections�with�a�thickness�of�up�to�10�um.�
Researchers should ensure to wear gloves  
and relevant parts of the microtome should  
be�cleaned�after�cutting�each�block.�Using� 
new disposable blades can help prevent  
cross-contamination.�

c. �A�parallel�H&E�(haematoxylin/eosin)�should� 
be�used�to�locate�and�select�the�dissection� 
of the unstained sample for the protein 
isolation.�Staining�should�not�be�performed�
before�protein�isolation�as�this�can�impact� 
on the protein quality and results. 

d.  If using blocks from archives ensure to  
trim�before�taking�any�sections�for�the� 
protein�isolation.�

2.  Before starting the process of protein 
isolation, a strong detergent (most commonly 
used is sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS) 
along with exposure to high temperatures 
will be efficient to ensure reversal of the 
formaldehyde-based protein crosslinks  
from the FFPE tissue.

3.  To start processing the sample using a 
microtome cut a suitable number of 5 µm  
to 10 µm thick sections and mount onto  
glass microscope slides.

4.  Follow your standard procedures to 
deparaffinate and rehydrate the sample.

5.  For the protein isolation the selected tissue 
should be transferred into a reaction tube 
containing a suitable protein isolation 
solution containing a strong detergent  
as mentioned in point 2. 

6.  The tissue should then be boiled for 20 mins 
followed by 2 hours incubation at 80˚C.   
The tissue should then be centrifuged and 
the supernatant transferred into a fresh 
reaction tube for quality assessment. 

7.  Depending on the assessment there  
may be additional steps required  
to remove the detergent. 

8.  For isolating proteins from a very low number  
of cells, such as laser microdissected single 
cells, it might require different specific protein 
isolation procedures so the latest literature  
and guidance should be followed.

QC Assessment
To check the protein quality and quantity  
this should be checked by using a commercially 
available diagnostic kit or by the standard 
procedures, such as Western blot, Bradford  
assay, or by suitable controls. 

Some procedures used to determine  
the purity and integrity may include:

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide  
Gel�Electrophoresis�(SDS-PAGE)�and�
Coomassie blue or silver staining

Capillary electrophoresis

Mass spectrometry

Western�blot�(e.g.�β-actin)

To check the total protein concentration  
the following procedures can be used:

Bradford assay

Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay

Lowry assay
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Storage Conditions
 If provided you should use the specific instructions supplied by the protein  
isolation kit provider for storing the isolated protein.

If no information is available by the provider or if using your own validated 
procedures, the isolated proteins should be assayed immediately. 

If not possible to assay immediately you should have a verified procedure  
in place on how to store the isolated proteins. Storage in solution on  
wet-ice for approximately 2 hours can be appropriate in some cases.

 For long term storage (for several years) this should be at -70˚C. If storing long  
term, aliquots should be generated to avoid repeated thawing and freezing.  
Try to avoid more than two freeze-thaw cycles where possible. 

Proteins that are lyophilized can be stored for several years at 4 or -20˚C. 

 Protein stability can be affected by different factors such as freeze-thaw cycles,  
pH, protein concentration, salt conditions etc. so optimal conditions for storing  
specific proteins can vary from protein to protein. 

 Appropriate storage containers should be used to avoid water evaporation  
which can degrade proteins and make recovery difficult if not impossible.  
Cryogenic vials help avoid water evaporation during long term storage. 

1

2

3

4

Process 3 Isolation for Proteins (Continued)
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Process 4 Isolation for DNA

The following steps will take you through some key requirements  
in preparing FFPE material for DNA isolation:

1.  Some important aspects when selecting 
samples for DNA isolation is to ensure you 
identify a suitable sample. 
�Where�possible�FFPE�sections�should�
be�freshly�prepared�for�completing�DNA�
extractions.�If�not�possible�try�to�use� 
sections�which�have�been�stored�for�as� 
short�a�duration�as�possible�which�have� 
been�stored�dry,�refrigerated�(at�2�or�8˚C)  
or at lower temperatures.

b. �Review�the�thickness�and�fixation�duration� 
of�the�sample.�Prolonged�time�spent�in�fixation�
can�cause�irreversible�DNA�modifications.� 
For�tissues�with�a�thickness�of�up�to�5�mm�
fixation�should�be�from�12�to�24�hours.�
Researchers should wear gloves and relevant 
parts of the microtome should be cleaned 
after�cutting�each�block.�Using�new�disposable�
blades�can�help�prevent�cross-contamination.

c. �A�parallel�H&E�(haematoxylin/eosin)�should� 
be�used�to�locate�and�select�the�dissection� 
of the unstained sample for the DNA 
isolation.�Staining�should�not�be�performed�
before�DNA�isolation�as�this�can�impact�on�
the DNA quality and results. 

d. �The�isolation�of�the�DNA�should�not�
be completed in the same area as the 
amplification�unless�a�closed�system�is�used�
as�this�can�lead�to�cross�contamination.

e.  If using blocks from archives ensure  
to�trim�before�taking�any�sections� 
for�the�DNA�isolation.�

2.  To start processing the FFPE for DNA  
isolation you should remove the paraffin  
from the fresh cut tissue sections. To achieve 
this you can use solvents such as xylene or 
high temperature methods, which will release 
the tissue from the paraffin.

3.  The sections should then be resuspended  
in a lysis buffer followed by digestion of 
proteinase K to remove any cross-linked 
proteins and release the DNA.
�The�standard�digestion�period�with�the� 
proteinase�K�is�1�h�to�18�h�within�a�temperature�
range from 37˚C�to�60˚C.

4.  Incubation should then follow for up to  
1 h at up to 90˚C to reverse the cross-links 
and methylol-additions. If incubation lasts 
longer or at higher temperatures this would 
result in more fragmented DNA.
a.  If you require RNA-free genomic  
DNA,�incubate�with�RNase�A.�

5.  You can then begin the extraction of the DNA 
from the lysate by phenol/chloroform based 
methods or by using commercially available 
kits for DNA isolation from FFPE.

QC Assessment
To check the DNA quantity and quality you  
should use a commercially available diagnostic  
kit or by standard procedures such as:

For�quantity�through�absorbance�
measurements,�spectrofluorometry� 
or�a�genome�specific�qPCR�assay

For�purity�by�absorbance�measurements,� 
such as wavelength scan

For�integrity�and�amplifiability,�by�
electrophoresis,�chromatography,� 
or molecular methods

For presence of interfering substances by using 
controls�or�inspecting�qPCR�response�curves

Storage Conditions 
For any commercially used DNA isolation kits 
you should follow the providers instructions for 
storage or follow your laboratory’s own validated 
procedures. Some requirements to consider are:

To store DNA long term it should be eluted in 
a�weakly�alkaline�elution�buffer.�Temperature�
should�be�around�-20˚C or below.

Ensure�you�use�appropriate�storage�
containers such as cryogenic vials. 

Prepare aliquots of the isolated DNA to 
avoid repeated freezing and thawing.
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Conclusion 

Following a documented and standardized process for the  
handling and processing of biological samples is critical to retaining  
the quality of the tissue and ensuring you get the best possible  
results and data for your research. 
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